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At least since Kuhn, there is a common agreement in the philosophy of science about the
importance of the relationship between history and philosophy. However, it has been
recently argued that the integration between philosophy and history of science is not as
successful as we tend to imagine because, as a matter of fact, the bridge between them is so
diffuse and narrow that prevents us from sharply transmitting information from one side to
the other (cf. Schickore 2011). It has also been suggested that philosophy of science tends
to employ empirical data in order to support particular philosophical theses, instead of
trying to use them as an orientation to build more accurate descriptions and explanations for
actual scientific phenomena (cf. Vickers 2013). The problem emerges very easily then: If
all these critiques are right, philosophers of science seldom tell us anything about actual
science, and history is not filling up philosophy, as it is expected to happen.
How can we make things right –that is, using history of science appropriately as a
source of philosophical considerations about science, not as mere testing of philosophical
theses largely independent of actual history– without losing a considerable amount of our
philosophical achievements regarding the understanding of science? In what follows we
will try to answer only one particular segment of that question. We will focus exclusively
on the relationship between history and philosophy of science in reconstructing particular
scientific episodes, and we will ask ourselves how we can make things right when
evaluating both particular historical reconstructions and their respective philosophical
interpretations.
Like theories, reconstructions of episodes in the history of science can possess (or
lack) certain virtues such that, when we face two different reconstructions of the same
episode, we should choose the most virtuous one. However, we will argue that when afore
dissimilar reconstructions of the same episode, it is not always necessary telling the ‘good
ones’ from the ‘wrong ones’, and that, as a matter of fact, each reconstruction could provide
different but perhaps equally relevant data about the episode in particular, science in
general, and also for particular philosophical theses.
In order to do so we will proceed in three steps:
- First, we will argue that a reconstruction of scientific episode has the main purpose of
increasing our knowledge, although not only about the reconstruction’s object of study, but
perhaps also about a particular case study, a specific scientific context, or even about
science itself. Moreover, and perhaps as important as the above, reconstructions might
reinforce philosophical theses, whether strongly, as in providing a rationale for them, or
weakly, that is, reconstructions increase our knowledge of philosophical theses not
necessarily by supporting them, but by enhancing our understanding of them in, say,
clarifying some of their concepts or their applications. (See Laudan 1977 and Elsamahi
2005 for related notions of reinforcement.)
- Second, we will stress that reconstructions are not mere theories, and thus might be
evaluated according not only to its possession or lack of some epistemic values (such as
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simplicity, scope, fruitfulness, consistency, among others), but of some methodological
virtues (such as historical relevance, historical accuracy, normative accuracy, among
others) as well. Thus, we aim at asking questions like Under what circumstances and for
what purposes a reconstruction could be better than other? instead of asking questions like
What makes a reconstruction of a scientific episode the best one?
- Finally, we present a particular case study which illustrates the above. During the 18th
century, the theory of Spontaneous Generation (Heterogenesis) and the theory of
Biogenesis contended to explain the origin of life. Nevertheless, the latter failed the tests to
prove that parasitic worms were generated by biogenesis, yet it was possible to predict and
explain their appearance through the theory of Heterogenesis. This episode has been
reconstructed in two different ways. On the one hand, it has been seen as a case of
inconsistency toleration in science. It has been said that for over a century, scientists had to
use both theories in explaining the origin of living entities in order to solve relevant
problems in biology and parasitology (see Farley 1972, 1979, 1989). On the other hand, it
has been argued that this is rather a clear example of scientific growth (in a Lakatosian
sense) were the theory that ended up being the established one was that that since the
beginning achieved, despite its incompleteness, a set of specific epistemic values. In this
sense, it has been said that scientists were always confident about Biogenesis, appealing to
its simplicity and fruitfulness, and that they were only waiting for the development of the
necessary experimental instruments in order to show how the theory could explain the
origin of parasitic worms.
This case study shows how two very different reconstructions of a particular
scientific episode can help us to increase our knowledge about science. The first one give
us a picture perhaps less historically accurate but which expands the possibilities for
theories’ dynamics, while the second one give us a picture of scientific growth leaded by
specific epistemic values in which historical accuracy plays a major role. Nonetheless,
although each scores better in different sets of values, and perhaps because of that, both
reconstructions increase our knowledge about science in general.
But in reconstructing certain episodes as cases of inconsistency toleration one may
also (weakly) reinforce some paraconsistent theses regarding science. For example, how
inconsistency does not always mean disaster, how inconsistency could be avoided by
isolating consistent chunks (Brown and Priest 2004), how inconsistency could be avoided
by weakening the epistemic commitments (Davey 2014), or how, when talking about
relevant inconsistency between theories, one can claim that inconsistency is tolerated if and
only if one can show an empirical domain that, in order to be explained, requires the
conjunction of contradictory theses.
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